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Written by everyone 
and anyone

Art Source: Niki Fallahfar, Uploaded by Seyyedalith

The largest, most complete, 
cross-lingual, dataset of verifiable 
facts and histories.

Editors in projects in more than 300 of 
their native languages

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Unity_of_the_Wikipedia_Community_01.jpg


Our content and data are used 
as the backbone for training 
LLMs and act as information 
retrieval or identifiers in 
Knowledge Graphs

Source: Washington Post, Inside the secret list of websites that make AI like ChatGPT sound smart 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/interactive/2023/ai-chatbot-learning/


01 How did Google know 
Queen Elizabeth II had 
passed?



(In under one minute!)



(In under one minute!)



(In under one minute!)





Using Wikimedia content in 
a third-party environment 
carries some 
challenges 1) Speed

2) Usability

3) Machine Readability

4) Content Integrity



“Trustworthiness” is a key pain point 

"Whoʼs using Wikipedia and for what purpose? Indirectly we care 
about the community, more editors for you means more content 
for you means more content for us."

"How do you distinguish between assertions youʼre making that editors have vetted 
versus those added by a user a few minutes ago? Internal systems that could 
distinguish that would be super valuable to us." 



We seek to mitigate these 
challenges to support the 
proliferation of free and 
open-source knowledge, 
engendering trust in the content and 
the work of the Movement



02 Research

Read more: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Enterprise/Credibility_Signals



What is credibility?



14

Breaking News on Wiki

"Early editors of breaking news articles are unlikely to 
contribute at similar stages to other breaking news articles. 
In contrast, historical and nonbreaking articles see a more 
gradual attrition among articles sharing editors,"                                                       

— Joe Sutherland, T&S

                                                     

— Brian Keegan, CU Boulder



What we  need to 
answer to signal 
credibility per 
revision

How do Wikipedia projects existing 
content integrity practices function?

How can we impact reuser 
understanding and trust of Wikipedia 
content?

How can our signals mirror community 
efforts in content integrity? 

How can our signals be as useful to 
Wikipedia communities as they are to 
third party reusers?

How do we communicate all this 
programmatically?



Key learnings

1) Higher contact equals higher 
quality, even when the 
short-term result is vandalism

2) Context, semantic and 

non-semantic, are key

3) We must take care in how we 
make this information 
publicly accessible and 
usable



Wikipedia has 3 Atomic Units

1. Editors

2. Edits 

3. Citations/References

The same must drive signals …



03 Credibility Signals



Credibility Signals support practices of data 
validation. 

They are not declarative.

Editors use signals on the page to make integrity decisions 
already — Enterprise will make them accessible in a structured 
manner to content reusers to use in the same way

Out intent is to work with interested customers to ensure weʼre 
packaging these signals so they they can be consumed in the 
best and most efficient way possible



Credibility signals provide 
community-sourced contextual 
information that can help our 
reusers make sense of when a 
particular edit is to their standard, 
in real-time.



Examples of 
Credibility Signals

1) Editor reliability: How long 
they've been editing, how 
many edits they have, access 
or permission levels

2) Semantic: Writing style, naive 
vs cynical vandalism

3) Non-semantic: Sourcing, 
controversy, and edit 
warring



Indicators of Reliability
● Machine learning based credibility scores 
● Articles flagged as needing citations
● Auto Patrolling, Flagged Revisions, etc.
● Time of live revision
● Locked article status, changes
● Editor experience
● Editors watching data 

Other
● Frequency of revisions
● Redirects and constantly moving articles
● Feed/List of perennial sources
● Feed/List of conspiracy sources
● Pageviews

Indicators of Controversy
● Recently reported vandalism or sockpuppet 

activity 
● “Oversighted” revisions
● Events on specific time horizons
● Discussion Talk page data



04 What can you do 
with Credibility 
Signals?



Combining credibility signals creates 
new types of functionality, like our 
“Breaking News” signal







The Future





Thank you
ideas?

say hello!!!

questions?

thoughts?

concerns?

critiques?

Reach out to me via email 

fnavas@wikimedia.org
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